
Changes to Our 
Anthologies and In-
House Worlds
Discover the exciting updates to our Anthologies and Shared Worlds 
programs, including changes to buy-in, royalties, and cover designs. 

All of our anthologies are published wide and never go unpublished so you get 
royalties for life. You can create a book from your story 6 months after the 
release date.

by CEO Tanya SmithCT



Normal Anthology Buy-in Changes

1 Buy-in Changes 💰
Everyone pays to write. The buy-in amounts 
are back to the original amounts of $50 each. 
(The signed authors do get a discount coupon 
that is in their back office.)

2 When Does It Start 🌟
It starts with the first anthology of 2024. You 
will see this reflected on our website. 

3 Royalty Changes 💰
Royalty share to the authors goes up from 
60% to 70%.

4 Submissions 🌟
All submissions are still sent to 
anthologycoordinator@warrioresspublishing.
com You still need to sign up by purchasing 
the Anthology on the website.

5 Contracts 📝
Contracts will be emailed out by the Anthology Coordinators 
(anthologycoordinator@warrioresspublishing.com) upon purchasing the buy-in. (Excludes signed 
authors to the house.)



Charity Anthology Buy-in Changes

1 Buy-in Changes 💰
Everyone pays to write. The buy-in amounts 
are $25 each. (The signed authors do get a 
discount coupon that is in their back office.)

2 When Does It Start 🌟
It starts with the first charity anthology of 
2024. You will see this reflected on our 
website. 

3 Royalties 💰
Royalty are still 100% to the charity.

4 Submissions 🌟
All submissions are still sent to 
anthologycoordinator@warrioresspublishing.
com You still need to sign up by purchasing 
the Anthology on the website.

5 Contracts 📝
Contracts will be emailed out by the Anthology Coordinators 
(anthologycoordinator@warrioresspublishing.com) upon purchasing the buy-in. (Excludes signed 
authors to the house.)



In-House Worlds Buy-in and Cover 
Changes

1 In-House Worlds 🌍
Explore new realms and collaborative storytelling opportunities with a wider range of In-
House Worlds to choose from.

2 Buy-in Changes 💰
Everyone pays to write. The buy-in amounts are back to the original amounts of $100 each. 
(The signed authors do get a discount coupon that is in their back office.)

3 When Does This Start ✨
January 2024 is when this starts. You will see this reflected on our website. This doesn’t 
include the Dark Fairytale Shared World (Sapphire City) this World is already started to be 
released. 

4 Royalty Changes 💰
Tthe royalty split to the authors goes from down 90% to 50%.

5 Covers 💰
There is no longer an extra charge for covers. The $100 buy-in includes the cover.

6 Submissions 🌟
All submissions are sent to editor@warrioresspublishing.com You still need to sign up by 
purchasing the World  on the website.

7 Contracts 📝
Contracts will be emailed out by the Anthology Coordinators 
(anthologycoordinator@warrioresspublishing.com) upon purchasing the buy-in. (Excludes 
signed authors to the house.)



Stay Ahead of the Game

Early Access 🚀
Get exclusive early access to 
upcoming shared world 
concepts and join the 
adventure right from the 
beginning.

Engaged Community 
👥

Connect with a thriving 
community of passionate 
authors and readers who 
share your love for 
collaborative storytelling.

Unleash Your 
Creativity ✍
Unlock limitless creative 
possibilities and push the 
boundaries of world-building 
in our Anthologies and 
Shared Worlds.



FAQs

What Factors Determine the 
Success of Our Anthologies and 
Shared Worlds?

Reader engagement, sales performance, and the 
overall appeal of the Anthology and Shared World 
to the target audience.

When Are Royalties Paid?

Royalties are paid based on the payment schedule 
of the house which is monthly, but not for the 
current or previous month due to when the 
royalties are sent to the house.

Example: September 2023 royalties are paid to the 
house the first of January 2024. On January 15, 
2024 the house sends out all royalties that are $5 
or more for the author. Anything less than $5.00 
for the author is rolled over mouth to month until it 
reaches $5.00.

Royalties are sent out direct deposit. If you have 
not filled out a direct deposit form - you can 
request one from the Executive Assistant to the 
CEO, Aubrey Spivey at 
Aubrey.spivey@warrioresspublishing.com.



Join the Creative Revolution
Unlock new opportunities and be part of a vibrant community of storytellers. Embrace the changes in our 
Anthologies and Shared Worlds programs today!


